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Technical Turf Ltd are proud to offer a 
nationwide service of Air2G2 hire with 
a fully qualified operator. The Air2G2 
is perfect for tackling deep seated 
compaction on all sports surfaces 
including golf courses, bowling greens, 
football/rugby pitches, tennis areas, 
pathways and many more. You can find 
out more about our Air2G2 service on 
our website or by contacting us directly.

How does it work?

Tried and tested on golf courses  
and sportsturf around the world,  
the Air-2G2 self-propelled air injection, 
uses air to shatter the hard pan created 
through normal heavy everyday activity 

on the course. Poor soil conditions 
caused by draught, excessive root 
encroachment and dispersement of 
surface water can all be alleviated 
quickly and effectively with the Air-2G2.

The Air-2G2 works on the principle of 
injecting compressed air vertically and 
horizontally over an area of 6ft (1.5m) 
to 10” (25cms) deep (depending upon 
probe fitting). This causes a fracturing 
effect of the surface  disruption.  
Play on greens and fairways, tees 
and around bunkers can be resumed 
immediately following the treatment. 

If you would like to know more  
about the Air-2G2 call today for a  
free consultation...

The ultimate decompactor  
and aerification machine
For perfect turf every time, anytime of the year... 
Air is everything to everything that lives

Benefits of the AIR-2G2
•  Can be used on  

ALL sports surfaces

•  Improved growth in  
the root zone

•  Better drainage and 
aeration leading to long 
term benefits to both  
the soil structure and the 
health of the grass!

•  Can be used all year round

•  ZERO surface disruption!

•  Air injected vertically and 
horizontally over an area  
of 1.5m to 25cms deep
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01664 444 001

Want to hire our fully operated Air-2G2? Call today to place a booking.

Introducing  
the Air-2G2


